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Sir/Madam, 
Submission of Business Plan 
Referring to the above mentioned matter, I, on behalf of my group, want 
to submit our completed Business Plan Project to you. 
2. This project has been prepared by the members of our group, 
namely: 
Amirul Shah b Abdullah 99519203 
Mohammad Hakim b Adnan 99519200 
Mohd Khalid b Mohd Ribuan 99519288 
Ahmad Rizal b Mohd Daud 99519282 
3. The purpose of preparing this business plan is to fulfill the 
requirement of UiTM in the subject of ETR 300.This project is also to 
fulfill the criteria needed by our lecturer, Mr Azizan b Abdullah and 
Puan Aida Maria. 
4. We hope that this project can provide enough experiences for us to 
in the formation of the real business. 
(Amirul Small b Abdullah) 
Group Leader 
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